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TRUMP’S NEW AMERICAN REVOLUTION

TRUMP RESTORES THE CONSTITUTION
OF AMERICA!
UNITED STATES is a Corporation - There are Two Constitutions – Sovereignty i
The Bank of England which is the House of Rothschild (Richer than all people on this planet
combined) owns the UNITED STATES (a corporation) This control must be ended! This "evil
twin" Constitution & the International Central Banking Cartel (Federal Reserve) . ii
jedifrogmstr Odin-son3 months ago

People these days are totally ok with the by-product of the act of 1871, they seem to love paying
taxes through the nose they also love property tax!! The act of 1871 will eventually lead to a
deadly reckoning to rectify and restore the true Republic!! I may be too old to fight in that battle,
in the meantime, I try to help people pull their heads out of their asses and warn them about THE
ACT OF 1871. iii

YOU Are a Share of Stock in The Corporation -- Anita Whitney… We are governed by a system
of corporate contracts which have usurped the power of our "representative government". Our
corporate government has turned overtly tyrannical because it no longer represents the people - it's
a corporation and the board of directors serve the owners of the corporation. You and I are merely
shares of stock in the corporation IF we allow it to be so. Anita Whitney from anticorruptionsociety
com joins me to discuss all of this and more. iv

It is over! The United States Corporation EXPIRED ON MAY 1, 2017!

TRUMP REVOLUTION

The people rose up and prayed and worked for a change. Donald Trump stepped forward and
gave up his life as a billionaire and became the people’s servant. He has become the 45 President
of the America! God bless America.
The author of “The Trump Revolution" contends that in the age of unconstitutional government, the
best liberty lovers can look to is “action and counteraction, force and counterforce in the service of
liberty.” Until such time when the individual is king again, and a decentralized constitution that
guarantees regional and individual autonomy has been restored—the process of creative destruction
begun by Mr. Trump is likely the best Americans can hope for. A close reading of "The Trump
Revolution" will reveal that matters of process are being underscored. Thus. the endorsement over
the pages of “The Trump Revolution” is not necessarily for the policies of Trump, but for The
Process of Trump, the outcome of which might see a single individual weaken the chains that bind
each one of us to an oppressive, centralized authority and to the system that serves and sustains it.
“The Trump Revolution: The Donald’s Creative Destruction Deconstructed” takes the reader through
Trump’s political progression in real time, when many of the book’s essays were penned. The author
galvanizes concepts in American political theory—such as John C. Calhoun’s idea of a concurrent
majority and historian David Hackett Fischer’s notion of the omnibus candidate—to bolster her case

that the Trump revolution is the last heave-ho of America’s historic, founding majority and those who
identify with it and value its legacy.v

THE GLOBALIST DESTROYER OF THE WORLD

The Destroyer’s Work is Over!
The Word Antichrist is five times in the New Testament; all in the Epistles of the Apostle John, (I Jn. 2:18,
22; 4:3; II Jn. 7). In John’s letter’s he was primarily interested in doctrinal error of denying the person of Jesus
Christ. The most commonly used, most familiar title for the final world ruler is called the Antichrist; against Christ!
John stated that even in his days false teachers had arisen and were denying Jesus Christ and deceiving many
people, (I Jn. 2:18). Obama is not the chosen Illuminati Antichrist; he was their chosen puppet to destroy America.
He failed! The Man OF Sin (2 Thess. 2:1-4) "Now we beseech you, brethren, by the coming of our lord Jesus Christ, and
by our gathering together unto him, 2 That ye be not soon shaken in mind, or be troubled, neither by spirit, nor by
word, nor by letter as from us, as that the day of Christ is at hand. 3 let no man deceive you by any means: for that
day shall not come, except there comes a falling away first, (gr. apostasis) and that man of sin be revealed, the son
of perdition; (who will attempt to usurp the power of god) 4 who opposeth and exalteth himself above all that is
called god, or that is worshiped; so that he as god sitteth in the temple of god, shewing himself that he is god. Obama
is not a god; he is a man that is a son of Satan. vi

Albert Pike and Three World Wars Albert Pike received a vision, which he described
in a letter that he wrote to Mazzini, dated August 15, 1871. This letter graphically outlined
plans for three world wars that were necessary to bring about the One World Order, and
we can marvel at how accurately it has predicted events that have already taken place.
There is no doubt that Obama was chosen by his puppet masters, the world elite, global
cabal to destroy America, its Constitution, its national sovereignty, its financial security,
leading it to WWIII to destruction.

THE PLANNED WORLD WAR III

ABADDON ~ APOLLYON THE SPIRIT OF THE ANTICHRIST copyright
October 22, 2007 Dr. Pat Holliday, PhD. vii
World War 3 Timeline These are, I believe, the elements of the planned Third world war:
Prelude - The events leading up to the start of world war Three, including Sept 11, 2001.
Act 1 - The Middle east. widespread conflict to bring the entire region into the flames of
war, possibly triggered by Iran or militants in Pakistan using North Korean supplied
nuclear arms. The first Scene in this act is the United States invasion of Iraq on March 20,
2003. Act 2 - Israel at war -- against her Arab neighbors, possibly Palestine. a Palestinian
State will be established, so that all Israelis will be fully separated from Palestinians (listen
out for mention of a 7-year treaty to be confirmed by a world leader - probably Bush), only
for Israel to viciously attack Palestine shortly thereafter. Act 3 - far east -- "Hair-raising
nuclear confrontation that threatens mankind's existence" - Peter Lemesurier, author of
The Armageddon Script, p. 223, written in 1981. includes China invading Taiwan and a
nuclear eruption on the Korean Peninsula. Act 4 - erosion of Confidence in 'The System'
so severe citizens will be panicked into giving up liberties and Constitutional form of
government. The plan calls for the dissolution of the US Constitution, triggered by a
significant enough 'terrorist' attack.
The ultimate intent is to introduce a global government and one-world religion. Act 5 The collapse of the US, and other western economies and morals. Act 6 - Significant
population reduction using natural and man-made disasters. Curtain. who can tell how
this war will end?
Both Biblical prophecy and the illuminati plan state that Israel is the key. The Third world
war is planned to begin when Israel goes to war against her Arab enemies. Then and only
then will all the other elements begin to occur, and they will occur in rapid succession.

The plan is to have one disaster following another in such rapid succession that, before
people can mentally and emotionally handle one disastrous news event, they will be hit
with another. it is also true to say that until all the elements for ww3 are in place, the plan
will not commence.
while it would be naive to suggest a specific timeline for the events leading up to and
including world war 3, we do know that the plans for world war 3 are well advanced, and
our leaders involved in this secret plan are waiting only for the right signal before all-out
war begins.
we are in the last stages of the preparation to so globalize the world that the Masonic New
age Christ (antichrist) can appear to receive all the political and economic power of the
world's rulers. This is the illuminati plan and Biblical prophecy (revelation 17:12-17). 72viii
https://www.express.co.uk › News › World

Dec 6, 2017 - North Korea once again sparked fear of World War 3 after deciding to
ignore international sanctions and continue its ICBM tests. He told Fox News: "From all
that we can see, North Korea is very close to a point where they can deliver
thermonuclear weapons to any target they want in the continental United States ...
All the Illuminati prophecies point to WWII which is their time line for the New World
Leader to become King over the world. When I first noticed these panels, they seem to
have pointed to the Royal family of England. All their prophecies are found around the
world.
1.

Obama poked the Russian bear. Now, Trump wants to dance with it ...
https://www.cnbc.com/2016/12/20/obama-poked-the-russian-bear-now-trump-wants-to-dance-with-it-commentary.htmlDec 20,
2016 ... Is it a better idea to poke the bear or dance with it? When it comes to Russia, it seems like we're about to find out.
The Obama team has been poking the Russian bear for about a year now, reaching a crescendo in the last few days with an
outright indictment of Moscow for hacking the Clinton campaign ...Obama believes that he is the chosen “ONE” of the New Age
Occult Movement.

2.

Stop Poking the Bear | The National Interest
http://nationalinterest.org/feature/stop-poking-the-bear-18838Dec 24, 2016 ... Stop poking the bear as well as the dragon. With the
agenda to make America great again, it would be unwise for Trump to repeat Obama's ruin America again policy of having hostile
relationships with Russia and China. It is anachronistic to analyze the post-Cold War strategic landscape by the Cold War ...

How Janus, the Roman god of beginnings and endings, would ... - ABC

MURDER AMERICA
But even if this magical holy place called Eden exists, these evil men are driven to destroy the
old world and selfishly destroy everything holy. But at least they can't destroy the real, true
Eden. I think their goal is to eventually move to these existing alternate realities/dimensions, and
finally live in Eden. Have some of the elitist already located the Garden of Eden and have

partaken from the Tree of Life? What it means to you and what it means to me? Rothschild's
Choice: Barack Obama and the Hidden Cabal behind the Plot to Murder America "Chosen by
hidden superiors, we discover that President Barack Obama is heir to a terrible Master Plan
conceived long ago and now being lethally implemented. Barack Obama has become the
ultimate instrument in a dark plot to deconstruct and 'murder' America."

WW111 GREAT DESTRUCTION OF AMERICA
Left Panel in United Nations Mural, after the WWIII Great Destruction America and the world
are considering the face the greatest deception and delusion the world has ever seen. Satan’s
psychopaths want to begin WWII to enter their imagined perfect New World Order. The entire
New World Order is the spiritual force behind the political events that will bring about the single
position through which the world will be run. They are the thoughts and ideas of people
introduced to others who agree to put it to practice. I believe this force's power is centered in the
European Union (political beast), Vatican (spiritual rider of the beast), and Islam (spiritual tool
to bring about change through fear), but not all news points to a specific place or nation.
End of the Age “Tell us . . . what will be the sign of your coming and of the end of the age?”
(Matthew 24:3), Jesus responded, “And you will hear of wars and rumors of wars” (Matthew
24:6). Because of Jesus’ words in this passage, whenever these is an explosion of conflict,
especially near Israel, many people begin to wonder if the new war is a sign of the end times. If
only people would read the rest of Matthew 24:6—. “See that you are not alarmed, for this must
take place, but the end is not yet” (emphasis added). 6 Understanding Jesus’ statement about
“wars and rumors of wars” to mean that warfare is a sign of the end times is the exact opposite of
what He intended. Jesus was instructing us to not allow wars or rumors of wars to alarm or
concern us, because “the end is not yet.” Similarly, Jesus spoke of false Christs (Matthew 24:5),
famines and earthquakes (24:7), persecution (24:9), apostasy (24:10), and false prophets (24:11),
warning that “all these are the beginning of the birth pains” (24:8). 7

Obama's Bombing Syria without Authorization—
and Congress Couldn't Be Happier Ask the White House where President Barack Obama derives
the legal authority to bomb Islamic State fighters in Syria and you’ll get a master class in hand
waving… But many members of Congress—including Republicans, who have been so jealously
guarding their checks on executive power—are perfectly happy to see Obama use military force
anyhow. 8
Putin: If It's Hillary I'll Nuke America - He Was Not Joking | Politics

In the face of a potential threat, Barak Obama and Vladimir Putin would have as
little as 15 minutes to decide whether to push the button that would decide our
fate. 10 William Perry, who served in the top US defense position from 1994 –
1997 was recently quoted as saying “A new danger has been rising in the past
three years and that is the possibility there might be a nuclear exchange between

the United States and Russia… brought about by a substantial miscalculation – a
false alarm.”
http://tobtr.com/s/7919661 INTERCESSORY PRAYER REVOLUTION/Dr.
Pat Holliday/Dr. Sabrina Sessions/Marshal Perot

Oprah Calls Obama "The One"
BY JEN CHUNG IN NEWS ON DEC 9, 2007 11:46 AM

Oprah Winfrey introduced one of her favorite things people at what the NY Times called "the
largest spectacle of the campaign cycle" - the Oprah for Barack Obama rally in Des Moines,
Iowa. Winfrey said, "For the very first time in my life, I feel compelled to stand up and to
speak out for the man who I believe has a new vision for America," and told the audience of
15,000 said, "I am here to tell you, Iowa, he is the one. He is the one!"
Winfrey, who was introduced by Obama's wife Michelle, also said:
“If we continue to do the same things repeatedly, I believe we get the same results...When you
listen to Barack Obama, when you really hear him, you witness a very rare thing. You witness a
politician who has an ear for eloquence and a tongue dipped in the unvarnished truth...ix

Restoring America’s leadership and security
President Trump’s political revolution points a way forward

PRESIDENT TRUMP: THE NEW BEGINNING WITH THE OLD END
There is no question that on Nov. 8, 2016 we had a political revolution in America. Over 63
million Americans had had enough of President Obama’s “fundamental transformation” of
America. His embrace of the progressive socialist agenda with its Marxist roots, coupled with his
attempt to force the spread of Islam on our Judeo-Christian culture, resulted in not only a failed
domestic policy but also a disastrous foreign policy. His actions have left the Middle East in total
chaos in addition to creating the greatest strategic instability throughout the world since WWII. x
The anarchy displayed by the leftist-progressive cabal today, supported by the mainstream
media, to undermine President Trump carrying out his campaign promises is nothing but a sham.
It is funded by seditionists like George Soros whose goal is to destroy not only our Constitution
but our way of life. Compounding this problem is the fact that the leftist-progressive cabal has
joined forces with the Muslim Brotherhood. We should never forget that the Muslim
Brotherhood’s creed is to destroy America from within by their subversive “civilized jihad”
tactics and replace our Constitution with the seventh-century draconian Islamic Shariah law.
This is a known fact that was proved during the Holy Land Foundation Hamas terrorist-funding
trial in 2008. The Muslim Brotherhood should be designated a terrorist organization and
prosecuted for sedition. We know that its penetration of all our government agencies started in
the 1960s, but was greatly accelerated during the Obama administration.
The penetration of our government agencies by foreign agents goes back many years. Its roots
began with our recognition of the Soviet Union by President Roosevelt in 1933. This recognition
opened the floodgates for our penetration by Communist undercover agents and fellow travelers
who embraced Communist propaganda. They ignored the atrocities and mass-murders Stalin
committed to create the so-called perfect “workers’ paradise.” The conspiracy tactics employed
by the Communist undercover agents to influence our entry into World War II, our conduct of

operations and post WWII global restructuring — e.g., U.N., IMF, et al. — was nothing short of
brilliant. xi
We must put the BRICS initiative into a broader context. It is just part of a geopolitical tectonic
shift which started decades ago. We have seen a constant outflow of physical gold from the West
to the East. At the same time, the West has lost the economic war, and, consequently, the focus
now turns to the financial system. China dominates the world economy and has displaced the
U.S. as the world’s most formidable economic powerhouse,” he told RT.xii

RT: Russia-China Gold Standard Would Bring to End Dollar's Dominance
The New New World Order? Five Nations forming their Own World Bank

The BRICS counties are considering starting an internal gold trading platform, which
will mean an end to the West’s petrodollar dominance, a precious metals expert told
RT.
The amount of physical gold traded rose 43 percent to 24,338 tons in 2016
from a year earlier, said Claudio Grass, of Precious Metal Advisory
Switzerland.
Russia and China have been in cahoots for quite some time now. Not only
have both countries developed a payment network to rival SWIFT, they are
also looking to rid of the US Dollar. A new alliance between both nations
will focus on a gold-backed trading standard. Bypassing the US Dollar is
quite an ambitious goal, but it is not entirely impossible either.

A few weeks ago, the Russian Central Bank opened an overseas office in Beijing. That is
quite a significant development, to say the least. A stronger Beijing-Moscow alliance can
create a major break-up in the financial sector, that much is certain. Strengthening
economic ties between both nations is nothing new, yet it goes to show bigger things are at

play behind the scenes. There is even a rumor of how both countries want to introduce a
new gold-backed trading standard.
Anyone who has followed the history of the US Dollar will know the currency
was decoupled from the gold standard. Although financial experts have claimed this
“mistakes” should be undone, protests have fallen on deaf ears so far. This new alliance
between China and Russia aims to take advantage of the weakened state of the US Dollar. In
fact, it becomes possible to bypass the world’s leading currency altogether. Doing so will
have catastrophic consequences for the global financial ecosystem. xiii
“I am too from BRICS. Sure China-Russia will take all of us for a ride! China depends on USA
for its exports. Its economy will collapse if American demand vanishes. It exports non-tech
generic items that any other country can supply. Russia is poor country with rich natural
resources. Controlled economies do not dream to have is currency as a global reserve currency.
China will become bankrupt if America stops Chinese imports. India is waiting in wings to
replace China.” xiv

The New US Republic via a Global Currency Reset
April 10, 2016 by Steve Beckow

COVER: "GET READY FOR A WORLD
CURRENCY"
"THIRTY years from now, Americans, Japanese, Europeans, and people in many other rich
countries, and some relatively poor ones will probably be paying for their shopping with the
same currency. Prices will be quoted not in dollars, yen or D-marks but in, let's say, the
phoenix. The phoenix will be favored by companies and shoppers because it will be more
convenient than today's national currencies, which by then will seem a quaint cause of
much disruption to economic life in the last twentieth century.
At the beginning of 1988 this appears an outlandish prediction. Proposals for eventual
monetary union proliferated five and ten years ago, but they hardly envisaged the setbacks
of 1987."
(Note: the writer is apparently referring here to the events related to October 19, 1987 -- often referred to
as "Black Monday"-- when stock markets crashed in the U.S. and around the world, shedding a huge
value in a very short time.)xv
another quote...

" As the next century approaches, the natural forces that are pushing the world towards
economic integration will offer governments a broad choice. They can go with the flow, or
they can build barricades. Preparing the way for the phoenix will mean fewer pretended
agreements on policy and more real ones. It will mean allowing and then actively promoting
the private-sector use of an international money alongside existing national monies. That
would let people vote with their wallets for the eventual move to full currency union. The
phoenix would probably start as a cocktail of national currencies, just as the Special
Drawing Right is today. In time, though, its value against national currencies would cease to
matter, because people would choose it for its convenience and the stability of its
purchasing power."

xvi

THE NEW AMERICAN REPUBLIC
Short of Nancy Detweiler’s account, (1) I haven’t seen such a full discussion of
NESARA. In addition, unlike any account I’ve seen so far, this account supplies the
names of some of the white hats and military units that “fought” the cabal to a standstill.
It tells details that I haven’t seen elsewhere.
What follows is a remarkable history of recent times regarding the Global Currency
Reset, the new American Republic, etc.
No author is cited. It contains statements which, the first time they were made, caused a
firestorm: Such as that House Speaker Paul Ryan was the new interim President and
that President Obama is part of the New World Order. GAoG does not believe the latter
allegation.
It may shock some people; for instance, by asserting that cabal monies are laundered
through the Vatican Bank. That’s likely to be distressing to the Catholic faithful. Reader
discretion is advised.
From the Federal Reserve to a new US Republic via a Global Currency Reset

Trump Planning Radical Reboot of Dollar, Gold to Reset to $10,000/oz.

Rickards makes this point himself. A monetary reset is not unheard of. Since
the Genoa Accord in 1922 there have been a further eight reboots. The most
recent was in 2016 in what Rickards refers to as the Shanghai Accord which
purportedly saw deals done that would allow China to ease without leading to
a sharp correction in the US stock market.
By janskoyles
August 30, 2017 – Trump could be planning a radical “reboot” of the U.S.
dollar
– Currency reboot will see leading nations devalue their currencies
against gold
– New gold price would be nearly 8 times higher at $10,000/oz
– Price based on mass exit of foreign governments and investors from
the US Dollar
– US total debt now over $80 Trillion – $20T national debt and $60T
consumer debt
– Monetary reboot or currency devaluation seen frequently – even
modern history

– Buy gold eagles, silver eagles including monster boxes and gold bars
– Have a 10% allocation to gold, smaller allocation to silver.xvii

Time Magazine Predicts
"New World Order" With International Currency Big Brother
Politicians from Beijing to Berlin to Brasília see the current crisis as the product of
a messed-up global financial infrastructure dominated by the U.S., and they will
soon be pushing for big changes--whether Americans like them or not...
Well Father, we don’t like these changes and we take authority over all the demons
that are involved in the destruction of our economic freedom and bind their powers
and send confusion into the enemy camp. We break the powers of agreement and
unity and command these demons to introvert into every area of these usurper
leaders designs over every life in our nation.
Time Magazine writes, “On the regulatory front, the path to a new global approach
is pretty clear. Last spring the leaders of the G-7, a club of wealthy nations, agreed
to create a "college of supervisors" to more closely coordinate regulation of
multinational banks. The Group of Thirty, an influential organization of current and
former central bankers and financial regulators, recommended in January that

"systematically significant" financial institutions (those that are too big to fail) be
identified in advance and subjected to higher capital requirements and tougher
regulation.
Complete article

A MUST READ… THE FALL OF THE CABAL HAPPENED UNDER
OBAMA
Posted on June 17, 2016by David Robinson

Events of the last ten days
Compiled on 17 June 2016 by Judy Byington, MSW, LCSW, ret, Author, “Twenty-Two
Faces,” CEO, Child Abuse Recovery. www.22faces.com www.ChildAbuseRecovery.com
1. On June 10, 2016, Friday, Landa China Global received three tranche alert
notifications, the initial funding for their Humanitarian Prosperity Packages. Landa now
had access to quadrillions for humanitarian projects.
2. The RV was expected to happen in the US when China transitioned to a gold-backed
currency. Around the first part of June 2016 US Treasury Secretary Jack Lew was in
China where he agreed to a 15 June 2016 transition date. Though scheduled for June 15,
2016, that transition was said to take place on Sunday June 12.
3. On Sunday afternoon June 12, 2016 Republic President General Joe Dunford & USA,
Inc. bankruptcy figure head Jack Lew arrived in Reno on Air Force 1 with full
surrendered release documents re: UST control over to the new Republic Treasury.
4. On that same Sunday June 12, 2016, the new US Republic Treasury was hydrated
with gold and asset-backed US Notes to cover a ten year budget plan that fixed the
country’s infrastructure and basic operational needs. At the same time China also
transitioned to a gold-backed currency, as did the rest of the global currencies in the
BRICS system.
5. Wells Fargo Corp was authorized to release the RV kick-starting the Global Currency
Reset on Sunday night June 12, 2016. Wells Fargo would hold back the release pending
certain political events.
6. The bankruptcy on May 2, 2016 of the UNITED STATES OF AMERICA Corporation
was being felt in increasingly obvious ways. On Sunday June 12 2016Khazarian mafia
bosses ended their meeting at the Bilderberg gathering in Dresden, Germany. Nathaniel
Rothschild was said to preside over that meeting on behalf of top his uncle and top
Khazarian mafia boss Baron Jacob Nathaniel Rothschild. The official press release was
here: HTTP
7. CIA officials said that nobody was answering the phone at official Rothschild family
companies, nor at their family complex in Zug, Switzerland. Considering the closure of
the Rothschild offices in England, Japan and elsewhere, it was gussed they were in
Switzerland with England’s gold reserves. If that was the case it meant that the

Rothschilds no longer controlled the Bank of England. https://www.rt.com/uk/345988g4s-royal-mint-security/
8. The British military had been removed from protecting the Royal Mint (where
England’s gold was stored). The military was replaced with a private security company
known as G4S. This was the scandal-plagued company that botched the security for the
London Olympics. It was also where the so-called shooter in Orlando used to work.
9. Pentagon sources said US forces were evacuated from Germany’s Ramstein Air Base
to shut down Bush cabal drug trafficking there and thus cut off their funds.
10. By now the European financial system was about to collapse.
11. On June 14, 2016 Tues morning before markets opened in Europe, the London Gold
Exchange (BOC) and OPEC Oil Exchange (HSBC) was scheduled to be surrendered to
the Chinese Elders, but the transfer was held up because of political turmoil.
12. On that same Tues. June 14, 2016 negotiations for a new financial system in the US
went on hold as Cabal controllers of the old system went into hiding. There was a
chaotic situation in the United States, Middle East and Europe. The May 2
2016bankruptcy of the Western financial system had affected social and economic
stability – that had yet to be reported by the main stream media.
13. Late Tues. June 14, 2016 and despite the chaos, or perhaps because of it, Iraq was
said to have paid out all citizens at the same rate across the country. The new rates were
retroactive back to 2013.
14. Also on Tues. June 14, 2016 a large shredding truck was parked in front of the US
Federal Reserve Building in New York. Big “Shred-it” Truck Just Spotted In-front of the
New York Fed
15. Globally the Federal Reserve US dollar was now being ignored as the new US
Treasury Notes activated in the global monetary system of BRICS.
16. From Mon. June 13 through Tues. June 14, 2016 major funding moved into place in
preparation of a Global Currency Reset.
17. On Tues. June 14, 2016 many wondered what was going on at the US Treasury when
President Obama made an Islamic Terrorist speech as the new Republic President
General Joseph Dunford and US Treasury Secretary Jack Lew stood alongside. Everyone
standing next to Obama including Lew were anticipating him to announce the new US
Note currency circulation as per a signed treaty. The Treaty gave the new Republic
Treasury control of printing the nation’s money again (this in place of the private,
illegal, bankrupted and already fully transitioned Federal Reserve Bank). Obama’s
failure to make the announcement delayed release of the RV.

18. Jack Lew had made a pre-taped announcement that could air at any time per the
emergency broadcast system if need be. However, that was not the optimal strategy for
the Chinese Elders who for legal reasons, insisted on an overt transition statement
and/or confession for the public record.
19. In view of Obama’s reluctance to make the announcement, on Wed. June 15, 2016 at
8am CST China announced it was 100% gold backed (which happened on June 12).
20. On Wed. June 15, 2016 the Paris Agreement (which included the global Gold Treaty)
was formally put in force for all sovereign nations. Officially the Paris Agreement was on
climate change, but had in it the framework for the global Gold Treaty and currency
reset. The Agreement had been passed by 194 countries. A total of 196 countries had
agreed when China finally signed.
21. The new US Note was tied directly into the global reserve currency implementation.
If the Paris Agreement was to be “put into force’ 13 days after it was ratified by 55
countries representing 55% of global carbon emissions, then all 195 nations had to be
100% compliant, including our own Republic of the United States.
22. The US Inc (aka the Federal Reserve) had defaulted back on May 2, 2016. With
China going gold-backed with their currency, the BRICS system was now in full force for
all 196 countries.
23. Implementation of the Gold Treaty not only meant a Global Currency Reset, but a
new Republic for the US. Under the agreement everything was to conclude by June 15,
2016. This meant the new US Note must be released as bills had already been preloaded
in ATMs.
24. By that same Wed. June 15, 2016 all necessary global monetary change agreements
had been signed. Information over the last two weeks indicated that the Global Currency
Reset and receiving of 800 numbers for those holding foreign currency redemptions was
an imminent event. Why? Because the Chinese had always said that either all nations
go, or none go, and the nation of China had already gone. America would be next.
25. On June 15, 2016 the IRS and US Treasury were officially turned over to General
Dunford and the new US Republic.
26. By not making the announcement on Tuesday USA Inc. President Obama had lost
his chance to reveal the global change to gold and asset-backed currency, the expected
change in the US tax system and to reveal the new US Republic. This reluctance by
Obama triggered a forced rollout of the Global Currency Reset.

27. Also in view of Obama’s reluctance to reveal the fall of the Federal Reserve note, now
announcement of the new gold-backed US Treasury note would likely be made through
a top-level spokesman like US Treasury Secretary Jack Lew.
28. Early Thurs. morning right after midnight at 12:01 am EST June 16, 2016, Jack Lew
made a public statement that was taped, delayed and carried on CSPAN later that
morning. In this announcement Lew said that USA and China were putting the Paris
Agreement in force. This put gold-backed currency into effect worldwide.
29. Also on Thurs. June 16, 2016 Speaker of the house Paul Ryan made his weekly
address. In that speech, Ryan proposed that Obama Care be appealed and replaced. He
also suggested that the IRS be abolished and replaced with a non-negotiable flat tax that
included a consumption tax on new goods, but not on used goods, or essentials like food
and medicine. In the new tax structure old tax system loopholes were to be closed and
everyone would pay their fair share.
30. On June 15, 2016 Pentagon Chief of Staff General Joseph Dunford had officially
been put in as the new President of the new US Republic. With the new US Treasury in
charge, these proposals had a chance for success.
31. There would be no public announcement about the Federal Reserve and IRS
termination until after the November elections, though both agencies had already been
reformed. The media wouldn’t be reporting this because the powers that be didn’t want
to scare the markets.
32. However, by Wed. night at midnight June 15, 2016 final negotiation teams had met
in Beijing and Reno to conclude agreements. By early Thursday am June 16, 2016 in
place was the new Chinese Elder gold-backed BRICS system. The US would no longer
return to the old fiat system.
33. The Paris Agreement had been ratified. All final military, diplomatic decisions were
implemented including those involving oil in Brazil and Venezuela. The Vatican, Cabal
and US had been put on notice that there would be no more games. The Chinese Elders
now controlled all bond and equity markets.
http://www.ascensionwithearth.com/2016/06/republicrvgcr-intel-events-of-lastten.htmlhttp://inteldinarchronicles.blogspot.com/2016/06/new-republic-via-gcrevents-of-last-ten.html xviii
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TRUMP IS NOT A GLOBALIST COMMUNIST

Federal Reserve to New US Republic via a Global Currency Reset
The Global Currency Reset is a complicated process about a global reset of currencies,
removal of the Khazarian mafia and restoration of the US Republic and the original US
Constitution. At present the process is playing out with no holds and is expected to be
completed within days.
Below is a history of that process, including forming of the US New Republic, integration
of the Federal Reserve into the new US Treasury in Reno, expected changes in the US
tax system, expected release of the 800 numbers and relationship of Humanitarian
Projects to $800 trillion in US taxpayer monies gained from a 1992 audit of the Federal
Reserve.
The higher Contract Rates are available, especially if you are dedicating a good
percentage of your monies to Humanitarian Projects. Those higher rates are said to be
funded out of $800 trillion in US taxpayer monies that were illegally taken by the Federal
Reserve during the Bush Administration, then confiscated during the 1992 Federal

Reserve audit. At present the monies are in European bank accounts awaiting the
GCR.xx

xxi

This means everything is full steam ahead for the “Mar-a-Lago Monetary Accord” and the
dollar’s “reboot.”
Even better, according to a recent Gallup Poll, more than twice as many Americans supported
returning to gold as money as those who didn’t.
I bet if you took an update poll again today, given the enthusiasm around Trump, you’d get an
even better response.
Simply put, there’s no stopping this dollar reboot. Its time has come.
The “Mar-a-Lago Monetary Accord” will be a turning point in American history.
And it could be a turning point for you financially as you reap up to 1,000% from the dollar
reboot investment I’ll tell you about in just a minute.
But first, just in case you think this sort of thing can’t happen here…
You should know...
Trump’s Dollar “Reboot” Would Be the 10th Major Reset in the Last 100 Years
Over and over again throughout American history, an old economic order stagnates and needs to
be “rebooted.”
One of my close friends, former Deputy Secretary of the Treasury Kenneth W. Dam, refers to
these reboots as: “Rewriting the rules of the money game.”
In fact, most people are surprised to know that reboots like the one Donald Trump could be
planning have happened NINE TIMES already in history…
They always follow the same pattern…
World leaders hold a summit at a high-profile location that will go down in the history books…
And they “reboot” the rules of the monetary game to stabilize the system and get the world back
to economic growth. xxii

By March 21, 2018,
The President Could “Reboot” the U.S. Dollar

ANALYZING THE TOP NEWS STORIES ACROSS THE WEB
OCT. 8, 2013 12:55 PM

Here’s the Beautiful New $100 Bill That’s
Going into Circulation Today
By Julia La Roche
This post originally appeared in Business Insider.
The new hundred-dollar bill goes into circulation today after being delayed well beyond its
original 2011 debut date due to printing issues.
"Over a decade of research and development went into its new security features," write the folks
at NewMoney.gov.
Here are some cool features as described by NewMoney.gov:
The blue ribbon: "Tilt the note back and forth while focusing on the blue ribbon. You will see the bells
change to 100s as they move. When you tilt the note back and forth, the bells and 100s move side to side. If
you tilt it side to side, they move up and down. The ribbon is woven into the paper, not printed on it."
The copper bell in the inkwell: "Tilt it to see the bell change from copper to green, an effect which makes the
bell seem to appear and disappear within the inkwell. "
The microprinting: "Look carefully for small printed words which appear on Benjamin Franklin’s jacket
collar, around the blank space where the portrait watermark appears, along the golden quill, and in the note
borders."
The color-shifting 100: "Tilt the note to see the numeral 100 in the lower right corner of the note shift from
copper to green."

NewMoney.gov

•

•

•
When the President Signs This Secret Money Deal, One Investment (NOT GOLD)
Could Soar by as Much as 1,000%, Creating Huge Windfalls for Investors
Positioned Correctly Ahead of
Time...https://pro.dailyreckoning.today/p/AWN_dollarreboot_0717/PAWNTB35/?h=true
&msclkid=4c085f82ea9b13cfcac405df9c1e0a76#sitelink1

Steve Mnuchin, Treasury Secretary, new currency announcement

The Dollar Will Die if It’s Not “Rebooted” Immediately...
The U.S. dollar — and by extension, the global economy — is facing an imminent threat.
Obamacare… the Obama debt… Obama’s open borders… Obama’s retreat from the world
stage… has all but killed what made America great.
Obama put the interests of America’s retirees… U.S. workers… veterans… and everyone else
who used to make up our Middle Class behind the elites.
He helped the big banks… international corporations… and even foreign leaders at the expense
of you and me!
That’s why Donald Trump was elected. Voters knew we couldn’t take another four years of
Obama if Hillary Clinton won.
And thank goodness we put Trump in office…
Because now President Trump can take steps to avoid disaster.

But he needs to act quickly. xxiii

By March 21, President Trump Could Have Total Control Over the Federal
Reserve. The First Time for Any President Since 1914

Actually, March 21, 2018, could end up being a conservative date.
Everything I’m explaining could conceivably happen much sooner than I’m explaining here...
President Trump could flip the switch on this dollar “reboot” much sooner than anyone expects.
Of course, I can’t tell you all of these things will happen by March 21 for certain. President
Trump’s opinion could change or he could alter his plans.
Maybe events happen as I expected… or later… or earlier…
But that’s why it pays to get positioned for this right now; otherwise the opportunity might pass
you by.xxiv

JOIN THE CHRISTIAN INTERCESSORY
PRAYER REVOLUTION
FAMILY AND YOUR COUNTRY NEEDS YOUR TIME
ASK NOT WHAT YOUR COUNTRY CAN DO FOR YOU ~ ASK WHAT YOU
CAN DO FOR YOUR COUNTRY ~ pray!
http://www.blogtalkradio.com/drpatholliday/2015/09/16/blowing-up-the-world-sept-2015drpatholidaydr-sabrina-sessionsmarshal-perot

ON THE BRINK OF WWIII

LARGEST DEATH CULTURE IN THE WORLD THE BROTHERHOOD

The fallen Cabal, global world elitist, are the people of the largest death culture the world
has ever witnessed. Their plan is that the new world will be supported by the mystery of Babylon
that worships the pagan gods and goddesses. Could it be that these deluded cabalist elitist men
and women are madly working to open the Star Gate of Eden to eat from the forbidden Tree of
Life to gain eternal life and live in their flesh forever? Have these evil rebellious men and
women dedicated their lives to bring in their New World Order; drive Illuminati elitist bring
about a reconstructed "paradise" or kingdom on planet earth? They believe that godhood has
arrived and confess they are the guardians of the Holy Grail. Their writings reveal that “they are
the ones sent to save planet earth and they are being directed by their god of the forces to kill
more than 6 billion people on the earth! Are they reinventing their evil kingdom of their god

upon this earth? Is it possible they, through modern technologies been able to reach the Star gate
of Eden and now are walking in their godhood serving their new god of the forces? They shall
live forever in their sinful, fallen condition, tormented as their plots fail to satisfy them and the
curses they have released upon humankind.
Satan is a paranormal being living on earth in this level of consciousness, existence, or reality.
His power is worked through those who descend directly from his chosen bloodlines and their
puppets. He is causing havoc and chaos to seat himself and his representation on the throne of a
World State and to inaugurate a New Religion with himself its sole deity. It should become
obvious that what we are dealing with is Lucifer's rebellion against God.

PHOENIX HAS RISEN
UNITED NATIONS MURAL that towers over the Security Council Room. II Thessalonians
2:9-12 “The coming of the lawless one is according to the working of Satan, with all power,
signs, and lying wonders, and with all unrighteous deception among those who perish, because
they did not receive the love of the truth, that they might be saved. And for this reason, God will
send them strong delusion that they should believe the lie that they all may be condemned who
did not believe the truth but had pleasure in unrighteousness.”

Satan is a paranormal being living on earth in this level of consciousness, existence, or reality.
His power is worked through those who descend directly from his chosen bloodlines and their
puppets. He is causing havoc and chaos to seat himself and his representation on the throne of a
World State and to inaugurate a New Religion with himself its sole deity. It should become
obvious that what we are dealing with is Lucifer's rebellion against God.

The central focus of the United Nations’ mural is the Phoenix bird that has risen is
standing up over its dead carcass. He is the symbol of Lucifer. The bird reincarnates from
death to life out of the blue flames, [The End and the Beginning]. ~ Gold is one of the most
powerful of the colors. Satan has a golden aura. Gold is the color of the Sun, and is of the
element of fire. In Satanic alchemy, gold represents the perfection of the soul. Both the colors
gold and white-gold are seen all over in the Ancient Egyptian hieroglyphs, in the temples and
pyramids. Gold is the color of riches and power. The man of Sin (Antichrist) arises. 45
The elitist believe The Age of Aquarius is causing great turmoil to make room for the new
values of love, brotherhood, unity and integrity. Everything with Piscean values is being
exposed and taken down. This includes governments, corporations, individuals, and even
personal relationships. Many call this a disaster, as the world appears to be falling apart, but is
it? 46

PHOENIX BIRD IS LUCIFER
The Phoenix Bird is eternally going through a never-ending cycle of life and death and rebirth.
A phoenix is a mythical bird with a colorful plumage and a tail of gold and scarlet (or purple,
blue, and green according to some legends). It has a 500 to 1,000-year life-cycle, near the end of
which it builds itself a nest of twigs that then ignites; both nest and bird burn fiercely and are
reduced to ashes, from which a new, young phoenix or phoenix egg arises, reborn anew to live
again. Our bird in this picture is standing no not above his ashes; he is standing above his old
skin. 39 Like a snake he has shed his old skin and is revealing himself as god at the center of the
mural. The bird is Lucifer whom they believe that he died and arose to heaven as the Morning
Star. 40 The Phoenix Bird is one of the foremost symbols of the Illuminati, according to Doc
Marquis. Therefore, since Hillary Clinton is wearing this symbol, we can know conclusively
that she is an Illuminist. Further, since this Illuminist lapel pin was worn by two people very
close to President Bill Clinton, we can know for certain that he is an Illuminist, too. [This lapel
pin was seen being worn by: Donna Shalala, Secretary of Health and Human Services and
Bettie Currie, Clinton's Personal Secretary, see U.S. News & World Report, 2/9/98]. 41

The Fire bird is Lucifer
“Therefore, rejoice ye heavens, and ye that dwell in them. Woe to the inhibiters of the earth and
of the sea, for the devil is come down unto you, having great wrath, because he knoweth that he
hath but a short time,” (Revelation 12:12).
Lucifer is alive amongst us and the mayhem and chaos we are now experiencing on an
international scale in this of the 21st century is due to the culmination of many millennia of
plotting and planning by this eternal adversary as mentioned in the Holy Scriptures.
The Aquarian Age points to the direction of our own evolution in consciousness. We are each
being asked to make a choice. We can cling to the old outdated values or adopt the new
evolving ones. Our happiness and peace depend on our choice and the change will take place
whether we like it or not. xxv

THE GLOBALIST WORSHIP THE PAGAN GODS
In pre-Christian Rome under the Julian calendar, the day was dedicated to Janus, god of gateways and
beginnings, for whom January is also named.
In ancient Roman religion and myth, Janus (/ˈdʒeɪnəs/; Latin: Iānus, pronounced [ˈjaː.nus]) is the god of
beginnings, gates, transitions, time, duality, doorways,[1] passages, and endings. He is usually depicted as
having two faces, since he looks to the future and to the past. It is conventionally thought that the month
of January is named for Janus (Ianuarius),[2] but according to ancient Roman farmers' almanacs Juno was
the tutelary deity of the month.[3]
Janus presided over the beginning and ending of conflict, and hence war and peace. The gates of a building in
Rome named after him, not a temple as it is often called, but an open enclosure with gates at each end, were
opened in time of war, and closed to mark the arrival of peace (which did not happen very often). As a god of
transitions, he had functions pertaining to birth and to journeys and exchange, and in his association
with Portunus, a similar harbor and gateway god, he was concerned with travelling, trading and shipping

Charles Spurgeon writes, "Having escaped the corruption that is in the world through lust."
(2 Pet. 1:4). Vanish forever all thought of indulging the flesh if you would live in the power of
your risen Lord. It was ill that a man who is alive in Christ should dwell in the corruption of sin.
"Why seek ye the living among the dead?" said the angel to Magdalene. Should the living dwell
in the sepulcher? Should divine life be immured in the charnel house of fleshly lust? How can we
partake of the cup of the Lord and yet drink the cup of Belial? Surely, believer, from open lusts
and sins you are delivered: have you also escaped from the more secret and delusive lime-twigs
of the Satanic fowler? Have you come forth from the lust of pride? Have you escaped from
slothfulness? Have you cleaned escaped from carnal security? Are you seeking day by day to live
above worldliness, the pride of life, and the ensnaring vice of avarice? Remember, it is for this
that you have been enriched with the treasures of God. If you be indeed the chosen of God, and
beloved by Him, do not suffer all the lavish treasure of grace to be wasted upon you. Follow
holiness; it is the Christian's crown and glory. An unholy church! it is useless to the world, and
of no esteem among men. It is an abomination, hell's laughter, heaven's abhorrence. The worst
evils which have ever come upon the world have been brought upon her by an unholy church. O
Christian, the vows of God are upon you. You are God's priest: act as such. You are God's king:
reign over your lusts. You are God's chosen: do not associate with Belial. Heaven is your portion:
live like a heavenly spirit, so shall you prove that you have true faith in Jesus, for there cannot be
faith in the heart unless there be holiness in the life.”
"Lord, I desire to live as one
Who bears a blood-bought name,
As one who fears but grieving Thee,
And knows no other shame."
from Pat Holliday at http://www.miracleinternetchurch.com

However, prayer is also the chosen vehicle to change the plans of Satan for
your life, family, community, church, city and country. Isaiah shows there
must be a time of waiting before God in prayer, [...] Lift the name of Jesus up
for your Family members.
Prayer Intercession
Father in the name of Jesu, the Scripture reveals Him in ‘power and authority,' "And what is the
exceeding greatness of his power to usward who believe, according to the working of his mighty
power, which he wrought in Christ when he raised him from the dead and seet him at His own
right hand in the heavenly places," (Eph. 1:10).
How wonderful! He gives the Believer us His Heavenly power!
3 For though we walk in the flesh, we do not war after the flesh: 4 (For the weapons of our
warfare are not carnal, but mighty through God to the pulling down of strong holds;) 5 Casting
down imaginations, and every high thing that exalteth itself against the knowledge of God, and
bringing into captivity every thought to the obedience of Christ; 2 Cor. 10:3.
This heavenly power operates in supernatural through faith, His name and Words. When seeking
for Jesus to heal us, we must deal with it through spiritual mental and physical means.
We lift President Donald J. Trump and ask You for Divide protection against all the powers of
Satan and bind his powers and his demons in Jesus’ name.
2Donald J. Trump

Verified acc ount

@realDonaldTrump 2h

More

We must have Security at our VERY DANGEROUS SOUTHERN BORDER, and we must have a great
WALL to help protect us, and to help stop the massive inflow of drugs pouring into our country!
Donald J. Trump @realDonaldTrump 1h
Verified acc ount

1 hour ago

More

Do you notice the Fake News Mainstream Media never likes covering the great and record setting
economic news, but rather talks about anything negative or that can be turned into the negative?
The Russian Collusion Hoax is dead, except as it pertains to the Dems. Public gets it!
Trump will deliver his State of the Union address on Tuesday, Jan. 20th.
Please be in prayer that his speech will be perfect—full of wisdom and hope. That the Lord will prepare the
hearts of every American to hear and receive what he says. Pray that he will have favor with the people and
that many who have not supported him in the past will have their hearts and minds changed by this
speech. Come against every “spirit of the air” that would try to confuse any lines of communication. Thank
you!!
Haitians may be calling on their little loas…

Hundreds of Haiti supporters demand
Trump apology near Mar-a-Lago
"every graveyard has its own baron Damedi and Maman Brigitte"
http://www.smh.com.au/world/hundreds-of-haiti-supporters-demand-trump-apology-near-maralago-20180115h0ittk.html
Baron Samedi – loa of the dead.
Papa Ghede is the corpse of the first man who ever died. He is recognized as a short, dark man with a high hat on
his head, who likes to smoke cheap cigars and eat apples. Papa Ghede is a psychopomp who waits at the
crossroads to take souls into the afterlife. He is considered the good counterpart to Baron Samedi.
Brave Ghede is the guardian and watchman of the graveyard. He keeps the dead souls in and the living souls out.
He is sometimes considered an aspect of Nibo.
Ghede Bábáco is Papa Ghede's less known brother and is also a psychopomp. His role is somewhat like that of
Papa Ghede, but he doesn't have the special abilities of his brother.
Ghede Nibo is a psychopomp, an intermediary between the living and the dead
Baron Kriminel ("Baron of Criminals") is the enforcer of the Guede.
Grandma Brigitte ("Mother Bridget") is the wife of Baron Samedi. She is syncretized with St. Brigit, perhaps because
St. Brigit is the protector of crosses and gravestones.
We bind this demons and cage them in Jesus name. and ask You for your Divine Protection.

Intercession Prayer
Power of Power
“And my speech and my preaching was not with enticing words of man’s wisdom,
but in demonstration of the spirit and of power; that your faith should not stand in
the wisdom of men, but in the power of God,” (I Cor. 2:4, 5).
The great Apostle Paul said to the Corinthians “I was with you in weakness, in fear,
and in much trembling,” (I Cor. 2:3), and, “When I am weak, then I am strong,” (II
Cor. 12:10). Nonetheless, Paul was one of the most powerful spiritual warriors
in the New Testament. He caused even the satanic goddess, Diana of the
Ephesians to tremble! Effective spiritual warfare requires a delicate balance of
weakness and power. Paul proves that a man connected spiritually with Jesus
Christ can change the course history. Ephesus experienced a drastic spiritual
transformation from serving dead, dumb idols and switched their allegiances to the
living God, Jesus Christ.

We are in a Spiritual War
Whose side are you on? The Apostle Paul reveals our position in Jesus, “But ye are
a chosen generation, a royal priesthood, a holy nation, a peculiar people; that ye
should shew forth the praises of him who hath called you out of darkness into his

marvelous light: 10 Which in time past were not a people, but are now the people of
God: which had not obtained mercy, but now have obtained mercy. 11 Dearly
beloved, I beseech you as strangers and pilgrims, abstain from fleshly lusts, which
war against the soul; 12 Having your conversation honest among the Gentiles: that,
whereas they speak against you as evildoers, they may by your good works, which
they shall behold, glorify God in the day of visitation,” (1 Pet. 2:9-12).69

The Lord Mighty in Battle
Well may our God be glorious in the eyes of His people, seeing that He has wrought
such wonders for them, in them, and by them. For them, the Lord Jesus upon
Calvary routed every foe, breaking all the weapons of the enemy in pieces by His
finished work of satisfactory obedience; by His triumphant resurrection and
ascension He completely overturned the hopes of hell, leading captivity captive,
making a show of our enemies openly, triumphing over them by His cross. Every
arrow of guilt which Satan might have shot at us is broken, for whom can lay
anything to the charge of God's elect? 70
Vain are the sharp swords of infernal malice, and the perpetual battles of the
serpent's seed, for in the midst of the church the lame take the prey, and the feeblest
warriors are crowned. The saved may well adore their Lord for His conquests in
them, since the arrows of their natural hatred are snapped, and the weapons of their
rebellion broken. What victories has grace won in our evil hearts! How glorious is
Jesus when the will is subdued, and sin dethroned! As for our remaining
corruptions, they shall sustain an equally sure defeat, and every temptation, and
doubt, and fear, shall be utterly destroyed. In the Salem of our peaceful hearts, the
name of Jesus is great beyond compare: He has won our love, and He shall wear it.
Even thus securely may we look for victories by us? We are more than conquerors
through Him that loved us. We shall cast down the powers of darkness which are in
the world, by our faith, and zeal, and holiness; we shall win sinners to Jesus, we
shall overturn false systems, we shall convert nations, for God is with us, and none
shall stand before us. This evening let the Christian warrior chant the war song, and
prepare for to-morrow's fight. Greater is He that is in us than he that is in the world.
71
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Critical Time
Father, this is the most critical time in our nation since the Revolution. Much has
already been taken from us, now our most fundamental liberties are at risk. I thank
God for men like Alex Jones, George Noorie and Jerome Corsi, and all the resisters
that are engaged in this war realizing that each of you has literally put your life at
risk to warn the people. You are walking in very big footprints - and each of you is
up to the task.
There is a massive wealth transfer going on behind the scenes and currently a
serious war going on for control of America. Open the eyes and ears that America
can hear those who are putting their lives on the line for our families and nation.
Also, raise up true women and men who are sold out for Your cause and do not
follow You for the loaves and fish. Who will warn Your church to repent?

God Needs You
The world is in need of self-denying intercessors, people who will sacrifice their
time for the church and the nation in prayer. Revival will come on the wings of
prayer. We must return to God’s way concerning the issues of our country.
Territorial warfare must return to God’s people to bring revival to the church.
Moses’ intercession is epitomized when he was chosen to lead God’s people. He
said, “Oh, this people have sinned a great sin, and have made them gods of gold.
Yet now, if thou wilt forgive their sin, and if not, blot me, I pray thee, out of thy
book which thou hast written,” (Exod. 31: 31).
Moses delivered a nation from bondage of slavery and he was so devoted to his
people, he was actually asking God to strike him dead and wipe his name out of the
Book of Life! He was demonstrating that the number one reality of intercession is
death to your flesh and love for the people. Many times, he is shown struggling in
prayer because of the condition of his people.
Father, we pray as Spurgeon; Edom's princes saw the whole country left desolate,
and counted upon its easy conquest; but there was one great difficulty in their way-quite unknown to them-"The Lord was there"; and in His presence laid the special
security of the chosen land. Whatever may be the machinations and devices of the
enemies of God's people, there is still the same effectual barrier to thwart their
design. The saints are God's heritage, and He is in the midst of them, and will
protect His own. What comfort this assurance yields us in our troubles and spiritual
conflicts! We are constantly opposed, and yet perpetually preserved! How often
Satan shoots his arrows against our faith, but our faith defies the power of hell's

fiery darts; they are not only turned aside, but they are quenched upon its shield, for
"the Lord is there." Our good works are the subjects of Satan's attacks. A saint
never yet had a virtue or a grace which was not the target for hellish bullets:
whether it was hope bright and sparkling, or love warm and fervent, or patience allenduring, or zeal flaming like coals of fire, the old enemy of everything that is good
has tried to destroy it. The only reason why anything virtuous or lovely survives in
us is this, "the Lord is there."
If the Lord be with us through life, we need not fear for our dying confidence; for
when we come to die, we shall find that "the Lord is there"; where the billows are
most tempestuous, and the water is most chill, we shall feel the bottom, and know
that it is good: our feet shall stand upon the Rock of Ages when time is passing
away. Beloved, from the first of a Christian's life to the last, the only reason why he
does not perish is because "the Lord is there." When the God of everlasting love
shall change and leave His elect to perish, then may the Church of God be
destroyed; but not till then, because it is written, JEHOVAH SHAMMAH, "The
Lord is there."

Occupy until I come
Jesus admonished us to “Occupy until I come.” The word occupy means to take
possession of Jesus placed His business and His great work in the hands of his
servants.
Joshua, the son of Nun and the successor Moses as the leader of the Israelites, a
close examination of his life shows that his authority came from his relationship
with God. The Bible says, “There shall not any man be able to stand before thee all
the days of thy life: as I was with Moses, so will be with thee. I will not fail thee,
nor forsake thee. Be strong and of a good courage: for unto this people shalt thou
divide for an inheritance the land, which I sware unto their fathers to give them,”
(Josh. 1:5).
The secret of his power was his devotion and adherence to the Word of God. His
prosperity came from his obedience to the Law, “This book of the law shall not
depart out of thy mouth; but thou shall meditate therein day and night that thou
mayest observe to according to all that is written therein; for then thou shalt make
thy way prosperous, and then thou shalt have good success,” (Josh. 1: 8).
He stayed faithful to God until the very end. He charges the people, “Now
therefore, fear the Lord, and serve him in sincerity and in truth; and put away the
gods which your fathers served on the other side of the flood, and in Egypt; and
serve ye the Lords. And if it seem evil unto you to serve the Lord choose you this
day whom ye will serve; whether the gods which your fathers served that were on

the other side of the flood, or the gods of the Amorites, in whose land ye dwell; but
as for me and my house, we will serve the Lord,” (Josh. 24:14).
Father our battles are won when one has a zeal for Godly values and will want to
raise His standards throughout the land all the way through spiritual warfare. We
praise You and thank You for power, strength and victory.
“Blessed be the Lord my strength, which teacheth my hands to war, and my fingers
to fight: 2 My goodness, and my fortress; my high tower, and my deliverer; my
shield, and he in whom I trust; who subdueth my people under me,” (Psa. 144:1-2).

Prayer for this perilous Time
Father, this is the most critical time in America since the Revolution. Please make
sure you are equipped mentally, emotionally spiritually for the time ahead so that
you can meet any challenges with courage, calmness and intelligence.
Father, these self-appointed globalist believe old world is decaying, and that a new
world is emerging from the chaos. They are telling the world that old methods of
ruling the world are failing and that the structures of the UN are beginning to
assume responsibility for governing the globe. We bind the powers of their Boa
Constrictor spirit and chop it into small pieces.
We bind the powers of the Messianic personality of the false gods that they have
produced through mind manipulations of the minds of the masses to carry on the
captivity of our nation. We take authority over every marine star spirit that draws
fame and popularity over this person. Father remember when the Beatles said that
they were more popular than Jesus.... and they fame dropped like a lead anchor. We
confuse these demons and break their hold over the minds of the American people.
We bind the powers of the deceptive media that is controlled by the NWO and lies
to entrap the wills of the people.
So there is also much talk about the need for a new architecture--"a new Bretton
Woods" was a phrase that echoed around Davos--to rein in global financial flows.
Bretton Woods is the mountain resort in New Hampshire where in 1944 the Allied
nations met--with the U.S. calling almost all the shots--to plan a postwar financial
system. The Bretton Woods creations included the International Monetary Fund
(IMF), the World Bank and a quarter-century of fixed exchange rates built around a
U.S. dollar that was linked to gold. The fixed exchange rates and gold standard
unraveled in the 1970s, and ever since we've had a system in which the IMF
occasionally steps in to help countries in currency crises (usually imposing harsh
terms in the process) but exercises no real control over the global financial system...
In the view of many outside the U.S. (and some within), the only way to limit such

excesses is through a bigger, more powerful IMF that can act as a central bank to
the world--and knock heads when needed.
We take authority over the powers the apostate the illuminati role and “elite” and
“new world order” We release the identities of characters hiding behind generic
titles and call their identities to become known to every citizen in the world. No one
has given these vultures powers over our nation and the world.
Father, we call for Imprecatory Prayer against all the So-Called Robber Barons and
the President Obama in the light of the enemies of God and the recent cases of fraud
in our court systems, I. call the children of God into action with Imprecatory Prayer.
We specifically target Obama and all the witchcraft workers that are working their
powers of darkness that are doing blood sacrifices to blind our nation’s eyes and
ears to cause this ungodly coup. Those who are leading the attack against our
country, it is our responsibility to use the weapons available to us, such as
Imprecatory prayer, is now our duty.
Above and beyond US law, we declare spiritual authority and exercise, to expose
the powers of darkness, and declare the kingdom of Jesus Christ. amen

You are free to put this article on your web site. You may also copy and distribute it. I
suggest you give it to your pastor,
Love in Jesus,

Pat Holliday, Ph.D.
9252 San Jose Blvd., 2804
Jacksonville, Florida 32241
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